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1993 yamaha 30 hp outboard specs

Hey, I have the low hours of the 1993 Yamaha 2 stroke 30hp that's on my Livingston 12T right now when they want to sell. They want to return with a lake-compatible engine. This engine is in excellent condition and used only in Fresh water! Starts straight up and pisses the water well. All maintenance is
up to date. So I just bought a boat from a friend who used it as a bass boat until it bought a larger installation. The last thing he did was replace the water pump, but after it replaced the water pump, the boat would go forward, but not back. Since he got a new boat he just let the boat sit for the last 6
months and finally sold it to me. I think when he installed the bottom backup unit he did not align something. I just don't want to put any to work on it as im going to upgrade to 4 punches to lake fish with my son. I have 7 months, so I'm too busy these days. Looking to get $900 for moto, side controls and
throttle cables. These engines are bullet proof and the engines run 2k easily. Let me know if yours is interested. I can send you a video of it running if your interest. Specifications: 1993 Yamaha 30hp 2-DK Weight: 130lb Long shaft: 20 inch Manual pruning/tilt The new fuel filter has a Pull start/Electric
start! New impeller, spark plugs Low hours / Fresh water only Zero Rust! Last edited on 24 Mar 2019 The price is reduced with the controls. Just bought 4 strokes and this one is ready to go. send me pm interested and my step son goint north sat 760 908 2252 Holy Moly, your 1993 Yamaha from the
board has many parts! Each part of your engine has a certain function, so when one of these parts crashes, you most likely don't leave the dock. Good news, Boats.net all parts of OEM Yamaha online and by pressing the button, we send them to your door. We make it easy, so you can focus on the task
at hand with up to 80% off retail pricing and free shipping on skilled orders! Make sure you have the correct model number or use a handy help chart to select the right charts and search our online fiche parts for the right parts to fit your engine. Despite the fact that they use some of the same parts through
different models, this is not always the case, so confirming the model number will make sure that the parts are properly suited for the first bypass. Our outstanding customer service team stands to help place your order or assist you in finding the pieces needed for the task. So, what are you waiting for?
Order without leaving home and start planning your next boat adventure! © 2000-2020 Boats.net. All rights reserved. flat $3.95
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